Yelster digital, an Austrian IT-Company, develops innovative online services in the perimeter of digital
marketing for professionals as well as for large enterprises.
Founded in 2007, yelster digital employs an international team of more than 30 experts and is part of
the French Solocal Group since 2010. Yelster digital offers an exciting work environment combining
the agile independency and flexibility of a startup with the backing of an expanding, international
corporation.
To support our teams in Vienna or Salzburg we are looking for passionate and dynamic talents with
work experience and the commitment to actively move the company forward.
We are currently seeking for someone who can help us operation and migrate parts of our Web and
Mobile Applications hosted on Google Cloud to Kubernetes, a

DevOps Engineer with
Development Background
in Vienna, Full Time Employment
DevOps with Ambitions wanted!
Seeking for new challenges?

Your future Role:
Our current engineering team provides state-of-the-art, tailor-made self-service platform to help our
clients to accelerate their growth and to manage the relationship with our mother company.
In your new position, you will be involved in the entire migration process from a monolithic VMs based
cloud-hosted environment to a containerized k8s cluster.
In addition, as a DevOps Engineer you are the expert for our engineering team, together with our
Head of R&D your will design and choose not only the best solution for your projects, but also being
able to estimate where technology will take you in the future.

Your Responsibilities:


Managing and improvement of CI/CD processes (gitlab)



Establish the best gitOps solutions



Automation and orchestration of services in Google Cloud environment (Docker, Kubernetes)



Investigating new tools and technologies



Be an essential part of our upcoming “containerization” and Kubernetes-Strategy



Teamwork in an international, distributed setup



Performing 3rd level support, root cause analysis and actively participating in problem
resolution

Your Profile:


Working with Linux feels natural



Experience with Version control systems (GIT)



Ambition to learn all about cloud-native best practice




Experience with Docker and maybe even Kubernetes
Knowledge in database architecture would be a benefit



Experience in some of the following areas is a bonus:



REST, OAuth, Nginx, Redis, RabbitMQ, Kubernetes, Ansible, Docker, …
Experience as developer (python) or sysadmin would be a benefit



Excellent written and spoken English is a must (German, French appreciated)



Female applicants are encouraged to apply

What is special about this position:


Our company is fast moving into state-of-the-art cloud-native technologies so a perfect time to join and contribute!



We offer a central work location in the heart of Vienna and at least 2 days/week home office.



Long-term career perspective and offers challenging tasks in a dynamic environment as part
of an international team.

Benefits:


Altering, challenging tasks in a dynamic environment being part of an international team



Full-time position with a long time career perspective



Pleasant work environment in the heart of Vienna



Start immediately or upon agreement



Educate on the job

Minimum salary:
According to actual experience and in compliance with the Austrian IT-Kollektivvertrag (e.g. minimum
compensation for “Regelstufe ST1” of € 43.316,-).

Actual salary
Between EUR 45.000 and EUR 65.000 annual gross, depending on qualifications and experience.

Interested?
Please send us your meaningful CV including a photo, a personal introduction and a letter of
motivation via e-mail to: hr-vienna@yelsterdigital.com

yelster digital gmbh
Linke Wienzeile 8/29
1060 Vienna, Austria
Web: www.yelsterdigital.com

